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Abstract

The KEK electron/positron injector linac provides a short-pulse electron beam with
an energy of 2.5 GeV for the Photon Factory (PF) storage ring, that with an energy
of 3 GeV for the Advanced Ring (PF-AR) for pulse X-rays, and single-bunch electron
and positron beams with energies of 8 GeV and 3.5 GeV for the KEK B-Factory
(KEKB) storage rings, respectively. A trigger-timing signal distribution system of
the injector linac was newly developed and extended for stable injection to the
KEKB rings with the required injection-timing accuracy highly stabilized to less
than 30 ps in root mean square because the old trigger system distributed the
trigger-timing signals for the injection to the PF ring and the PF-AR with an
injection-timing accuracy of 300 ps. In this report the design and its performance
of the new trigger-timing signal distribution system are described in detail.
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1 Introduction

The KEK electron/positron injector linac [1] injects a short-pulse electron
beam with a pulse width of 1 ns to the PF ring and the PF-AR once and three
times in daily operation, respectively, and also injects single-bunch electron
and positron beams with a bunch width of ∼10 ps directly into the KEKB
rings [2] about twenty times in daily operation. The beam commissioning of
the KEKB started in 1997 for testing CP violation in the decay of neutral
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B mesons with an asymmetric electron-positron collider comprising 3.5-GeV
positron and 8-GeV electron rings.

The injector linac was upgraded for injection to the KEKB rings, which re-
quires a precise trigger-timing control of the injector linac for more stable op-
eration. One of the many items for the injector upgrade is the development of
an integrated trigger-timing signal distribution and its control system, which
have been newly extended for performing stable injection to the KEKB rings
along with the existing trigger control system for injection to the PF ring and
PF-AR.

Thus, the injector linac has an injection system for the four storage rings, that
is, the PF ring, the PF-AR and the two KEKB rings, according to their various
operation modes for which the mode switch should be performed both rapidly
and stably more than fifty times in daily operation. The trigger-timing signal
distribution system provides trigger-timing signals for the pulsed operation of
two sets of electron guns and pre-injectors (one is for the PF and the PF-AR,
and the other is for the KEKB), 59 acceleration rf units, rf monitors, beam
monitors, a pulsed focusing coil for positron generation, and other equipments.
The linac beam pulse should be synchronized with rf frequencies of the PF
(500.1 MHz), the PF-AR (508.6 MHz) and the KEKB (508.9 MHz) in order
to inject a single rf bucket of each ring within an allowable timing jitter.

The existing trigger control system for the PF and the PF-AR has been already
described in detail previously [3,4]. Here, in this report, the new trigger-timing
signal distribution system, which has been developed and extended for the
KEKB operation, is described in detail along with the interrelation between
this new system and the existing trigger system.

2 Overview of the trigger-timing signal distribution system

The injector linac with an overall length of 600 m is partitioned into eight sec-
tors. Additional three sectors (A, B and C) were newly extended for KEKB
operation in 1997, while five sectors (1-5) have already been used for PF and
PF-AR injection operation since 1982. Each sector corresponds to a basic
unit of an rf power distribution system. As following the rf power distribu-
tion system the trigger-timing signals are distributed from a main station to
eight stations (sector stations) installed at the beginning of each sector (see
Fig.1). The main station is installed close to the main control room of the
injector linac. It provides master-trigger signals to the sector stations, beam-
timing signals to the electron guns, and injection-timing signals to septum
and kicker magnets according to the revolution frequency of the KEKB and
PF (or PF-AR) rings. Each sector station receives the trigger-timing signal
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and distributes it to a sub-booster klystron for its pulsed rf generation, to the
modulator of the sub-booster klystron, to an rf pulse compression device [1],
and to beam monitors and rf monitors for their timing of their data-acquisition
system. For KEKB injection operation, the first sector station (sector station
A) provides the trigger-timing signal to the operation of half of the rf-power
distribution unit and to the pre-injector system, which comprises an electron
gun, two sub-harmonic bunchers (SHBs) and a traveling-wave buncher. The
trigger-timing signal for high-voltage modulators of eight high-power klystrons
is directly distributed from each sector-control station, while it is regenerated
on the base of the trigger-timing signal sent from each sector station.

Fig. 1. Layout of the KEK electron/positron injector linac and the location of trigger
stations.

3 Trigger-timing signal distribution system

3.1 Clock generation and subharmonic frequencies

It is strongly required for its injection with an accuracy of 30 ps in root mean
square (r.m.s.) from the timing center of a ring’s rf bucket in order to suppress
any amplitude growth of synchrotron motion in the KEKB rings to be as small
as possible. This means that the trigger-timing signal distribution system of
the injector linac should be designed to synchronize accurately. For its syn-
chronization accuracy, the injector linac needs to inject single-bunch electron
and positron beams to the KEKB rings with a common sub-harmonic fre-
quency between the linac and the KEKB rings. The fundamental rf frequency
is 10.38546 MHz, which has a common harmonic number of 275 times for the
rf acceleration frequency (2856 MHz) for the injector linac and that of 49 times
for the KEKB rings (rf acceleration frequency 508.9±0.3 MHz). Thus, it is de-
signed that the single-bunch beams need to be bunched by using two SHBs (rf
frequencies of 114.24 MHz and 571.20 MHz) for which the two rf frequencies
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can be generated by the fundamental rf frequency. The relationship between
the fundamental and sub-harmonic rf frequencies for the injector linac and
the KEKB rings is shown in Table 3.1. These rf frequencies are generated and
provided by frequency-multiplying and frequency-dividing the fundamental rf
signal generated from a 571.2-MHz rf signal generator installed at a main rf
staton [5]. The fundamental rf frequency can possibly change the frequency
with a step of 0.1 Hz in order to correct the circumference particle-orbit length
of the rings due to the temperature variation in the ring tunnel during a day.
The 571.2-MHz rf signal is also used as a clock signal in the trigger-timing
signal distribution system. This means that the trigger-timing step is variable
with a step of 1.75 ns.

Table 1
Fundamental and common rf frequency relationship between the injector linac and
the KEKB rings.

RF Device Multiplication RF Frequency [MHz]

Fundamental - 10.38546

SHB1 ×11 114.24

SHB2 ×55 571.20

Linac Acceleration rf ×275 2856

KEKB-ring Acceleration rf ×49 508.8875

3.2 Trigger-timing signal generation at the main station

A block diagram of the trigger-timing signal generation in the main station
is shown in Fig.2. The maximum repetition rate (50 Hz) of the trigger pulse
is generated from a line-locked generator. It was designed to provide trig-
gers at a fixed phase of the 50-Hz power-line frequency so as to stabilize the
klystron beam current heated by the 50-Hz power line and the function of a
charging unit for a high-power klystron modulator. The trigger pulse is then
synchronized by a trigger synchronizer with a bucket-selected trigger pulse of
the ring through the KEKB bucket selection system [6]. The bucket-selected
trigger pulse is generated with a maximum delay time of 500 µs after the
linac line-locked trigger by synchronizing with the ring’s revolution frequency
(2.03 kHz). It is derived by dividing the fundamental frequency by the har-
monic number (h=5120) of the KEKB rings, while it is synchronized by the
revolution frequency of 1.6 MHz for the PF (or 0.8 MHz for the PF-AR).
An injection mode selector switch selects the operation mode required by an
operator through the linac control system [7]. Each trigger synchronizer gen-
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erates basically three kinds of the trigger-timing signals. These are a master
trigger, a kicker trigger to each ring, and a trigger to a grid pulser of the elec-
tron gun for which the trigger timing is controllable by using a 16-bit digital
time-delay module (TD-4) [8] through a CAMAC-based control system. The
time-delay module is a single-width CAMAC module which counts a 571.2-
MHz clock signal by a D-type flip-flop with a 16-bit presettable BCD counter
with high speed integrated emitter-coupled-logic (ECL) circuits. It generates
a delayed trigger pulse synchronized with the 571.2-MHz rf. The maximum
delay is about 115 µs in steps of 1.75 ns, and its maxmum clock frequency is
available up to about 720 MHz. The jitter of the output pulse is less than 3 ps
in r.m.s. The master trigger is sent to a trigger transmitter module where the
master trigger signal is regenerated by combining 571.2-MHz rf and a monocy-
cle signal generated by a monocycle pulse generator with fine adjusting of the
relative phase. In the transmitter module the power level of the 571.2-MHz rf
is amplified to the level of 36 dBm (or 4W ) from the input level of 10 dBm,
where the power level is stabilized within 1% by an amplitude gain controller
(AGC), and the phase is well stabilized within 3 ps in r.m.s. by a phase-locked
loop (PLL). The jitter measurement result is shown in Fig.3, where the phase
jitter of the 571.2-MHz rf was measured by detecting its zero-cross signal jit-
ter. A signal picture of the master trigger signal is shown in Fig.4. The trigger
transmitter sends the master trigger signals to sector stations A, B and C,
and also to sector stations 1-5 through coaxial cables (diameter of 30 mm)
with low loss and good phase stability (WF-H50-7S, Mitsubishi cable indus-
tries, LTD.[9]). The relative timing chart of the generated trigger pulses and
rf signals for the KEKB is summarized in Fig.5.
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the trigger-timing signal generation in the main station.
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Fig. 3. Phase-jitter measurement result of the master trigger in the main station.
The digital signal shows the phase jitter of the zero-cross level for the 571.2 MHz
rf.
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Fig. 4. Master trigger signal generated in the transmitter module.
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Fig. 5. Relative timing chart of the generated trigger pulses and rf signals for KEKB
operation.
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3.3 Trigger-timing signal distribution at the sector station

A block diagram of the trigger-timing signal distribution in the sector station
is shown in Fig.6. The transmitted master trigger is picked up by a directional
coupler with a coupling strength of 16 to 20 dB, depending on the location
of each sector station. The master trigger with an rf power level of about
12 dBm is sent to a trigger receiver module installed at each sector station. A
trigger-timing one-shot signal (NIM standard) is generated by detecting the
positive leading edge of the monocycle trigger signal with a voltage discrim-
inator circuit in the trigger receiver module. This signal is used for a start
pulse of the time-delay module. On the other hand, the 571.2-MHz rf is regen-
erated from the master trigger signal through a 571.2-MHz bandpass filter in
the trigger receiver module. This rf is distributed as a clock signal of the delay
module. Thus, the trigger-timing signals are regenerated for the pulsed rf and
high-voltage generation of the sub-booster klystron as well as the phase flip
timing for the rf pulse compression device, for the high-voltage generation of
the positron pulse modulator, and for the rf monitors and the beam monitors
according to preset digital time delays in each sector station.

On the other hand, the trigger-timing signals for eight high-power klystron
modulators are regenerated and distributed in each sector-control station
placed at the center of each sector, except for a common sector control station
for the new sectors (A, B and C). The trigger receiver module sends the 571.2-
MHz rf clock and trigger signals directly to the sector control station through
coaxial cables, where similar 16-bit digital time-delay modules (TD-4V) are
controlled through a VME-based control system. The specification of the TD-
4V module is almost the same as that of the TD-4 module, except for its
control interface. This module was historically developed as a CAMAC-based
module, while the VME-based control system became a standard interface
towards the upgrade to the KEKB operation in the injector linac.

3.4 Control software

The control of the timing system is a part of the integrated linac control sys-
tem. It is based on the multi-layer architecture, in which lower layer servers
support each different hardware, and upper layer servers are designed to pro-
vide hardware-independent services to the application layer [7]. The timing
control is named as “trig” and upper layer server is called “rtrigd”. Rtrigd
serves various timing related functions to the application layer through TCP-
based remote procedure calls (RPC), while it communicates with several dif-
ferent lower-layer servers, such as for CAMAC-based TD-4 and VME-based
TD-4V, via UDP-based RPC.
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Fig. 6. Block diagram of the trigger-timing signal distribution in the sector station
and the sector-control station.

The common application software is used for the routine operation and for the
optimization of beams, which includes a beam mode switch panel, a parameter
save-restore panel, active and passive correlation plots, beam and device feed-
back systems. Device specific application panels are also used by operators.
They all provide the basis of the stable linac operation. Furthermore they are
essential to operate on the positron injection to KEKB with two bunches in a
pulse since the two-bunch beam is sensitive to its timing [10].

4 Performance of the new trigger-timing signal distribution system

The performance of the new trigger system was tested by measuring the timing
jitter of the trigger signal generated at all the sector stations with a digital
sampling oscilloscope with a frequency band of 20 GHz. The trigger pulse and
the rf clock regenerated in each sector station were returned back to the main
station by using similar coaxial cables in order to measure their timing and
phase jitter. The measurement result is shown in Fig.7. The result shows that
the maximum timing jitter of the trigger pulse regenerated from the sector
station 5 was less than 5 ps in r.m.s., while the timing jitter of the trigger
pulse from other sectors was less than 4 ps in r.m.s. They were measured by
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detecting the zero-cross signal jitter of the rf clock in the main station with
the trigger pulse coming from each sector station. The result is sufficiently
satisfied with the required injection-timing accuracy for the KEKB rings.

10ps/div

Fig. 7. Timing jitter measurement result of the trigger signal generated at sector 5.
The digital signal shows the phase jitter of the zero-cross level for the 571.2-MHz
rf.

The new trigger system was also tested by measuring a single-bunch structure
at the outlet of the pre-injector with an optical transition radiation monitor
with a streak camera system [11]. The result is shown in Fig.8. The full width
at half maximum is about 7.1 ps, where the bunch width is strongly dependent
of the beam-timing accuracy for the electron gun, the trigger-timing accuracy
for the streak camera and the relative timing accuracy between the bunch and
the acceleration phase. This measured bunch width is very consistent with
a simulation result based on the beam dynamics at the pre-injector within
the measurement error. It should be emphasized that the new trigger-timing
system of the injector linac works very well under the condition for KEKB
operation.

5 Conclusions

A new trigger-timing signal distribution system was developed for KEKB op-
eration at the KEK electron/positron injector linac. The new system was
extended from the existing trigger control system with its good extensibility
and flexibility. The jitter measurement of this system shows that the specifica-
tion for the injection accuracy within 30 ps in root mean square is sufficiently
satisfied for both the single-bunch electron and positron beams to the KEKB
rings. The new trigger system has been working well along with the existing
trigger-timing system for the PF and the PF-AR since the start of the KEKB
commissioning in 1997.
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Fig. 8. Single-bunch structure of an electron beam measured by an optical transition
radiation monitor at the pre-injector.
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